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ABSTRACT. Using the effective Lagrangian approach we study the weak radiative processes HO ~
1''1, Il ~ e"(, T ~ W'I, e"( and b ~ 5"(. \Ve assume that the full theory is perturbatively renor.
malizable and that nonrenormalizable interactions respects the symmetry of the standard mode!.
\Ve consider only those contributions generated at lowest level in the perturbative full theory.
\Ve find that the effects due to new physics may enhance the H ~ "1"1 SM decay width and its
production in "1"1 colliders up to one arder of magnitude. \Ve also get bounds on the fermion-
number-nonconserving decays Vi -+ vrr and t -+ C"( as well 00 the anomalous electromagnetic
couplings of the \V basan and the t, c, u quarks.

RESUMEN.Se estudian los procesos radiativos débiles HO ~ "1"1, Il ~ e"(, T ~ Il"l, e"l Y b ~ S"l

mediante el esquema de lagrangianos efectivos. Se asume que la teoría completa es perturbati-
vamente renormalizable y de que las interacciones no renormalizables respetan las simetrías del
modelo estándar. Sólo se consideran contribuciones generadas al orden perturbativo más bajo en la
teoría completa. Se encuentra que los efectos debidos a nueva física pueden incrementar la anchura
del decaimiento HO ~ "1"1 Y su producción en colisionadores "1"1 hasta en un orden de magnitud
con respecto a las predicciones del modelo estándar. También se obtienen cotas en los decaimientos
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que violan número fermiónico Vi -+ vrr y t -+ C"'f, así como en los acoplamientos electromagnéticos
anómalosdel bosónW y de los quarks 1, e, u.

PACS: 12.15e; 14.60G; 14.65Ha

1. LINEAR EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIANS

The effective Lagrangian approaeh has been advocated as a means to parametrize physies
beyond a given lheory, especiaBy within the eontext of the minimal standard model
(SM) [1) and in the case that the low-energy sealar sector eontains two doublets [2].
This approach parametrizes the low-energy limit of any Green's function in terms of lhe
unknown eoefficients of an, in principIe, infinite set of effeetive operators involving only
the low-energy fieIds. These operators respeets the SM symmetries and are suppressed
by inverse powers of the high-energy new physies seale A. The requirement that the low-
energy partide eontent should be the same as in the SM is an assumption. While the
requirement of model independence with respeet to the fuB theory inereases the number
of unknown parameters whose order of magnitude can at best be estimated, only a finite
number of them need to be eonsidered in any given ealculation; the number of operators
whieh has to be considered is determined by the required degree of aeeuracy.

The results of the effeetive Lagrangian approaeh are very useful in determining, in a
model-independent manner, the sensitivity of a given experiment to new physics, and
can be used to isolate those observables most sensitive lo possible new interactions. \Ve
assume that the underlying physies is deseribed by a high-energy Lagrangian, out of whieh
aB heavy excitations with masses aboye ~ 400 GeV are integrated out; what remains will
be the SM plus an infinite series of effeetive operators. There are two possibIe types of
high-energy physies to consider: deeoupling or non-deeoupling from low-energy physics.
In the weakly decoupled case, the masses of heavy degrees of freedom are large because a
dimension fuB parameter respecting the symmetries of the theory is large. The decoupling
theorem [3] then implies that aB tbe effects of heavy excitations at low energies. can be
parametrized in a model-independent manner by a series of local operators which satisfy
the same symmetries as the low-energy theory, and whose coefficients are suppressed by
lhe appropriate power of A. In the nondecoupling case, lhe masses of the heavy degrees of
freedom in the theory are large because sorne dimensionless coupling constant is large. In
this scenario, the contributions due to physics aboye A need not be suppressed by inverse
powers of A. The correclions to the low-energy processes are given by a chiral (nonlinear)
expansion in powers of p/A, where pis a typical momentum for the given process [4]. In
the present work we consider only lhe weakIy coupled scenario since for strongly coupled
underlying physics it is difficult lo maintain the scalars naturaBy light as compared to A
wilhout considerably modifying lhe low-energy spectrum [5].

In lhe presenl paper we wiB review the possible effects of the physics underlying lhe
SM in the weak radiative processes H ....• 11, b ....• 81, l' ....•e1, T ..••• /'1, "1 and in the
Higgs boson production in 11 coBiders using the linear effective Lagrangian approach.
\Ve find that the effects due to new physics may enhance the SM H ....•11 decay width
and the SM predictions for the Higgs boson production in the 11 fusion processes. \Ve
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reexamine the possible deviations from the 5M on the decays b -> 81 and p, -> e¡ within
the context of the effective Lagrangian approach. Using the experimental constraints on
these decay modes, we get bounds for the anomalous electromagnetic couplings of the W
boson and t, c, u quarks,. as well as on the transition magnetic moments of the known
neutrinos.

2. Two PIIOTON PROCESSES

In the minimal 5M the CP-even H11 interaction is generated through one-Ioop effects of
charged fermions and W gauge bosons. The contribution arising from the W boson and
lhe 101' quark are dominant, although the latter is marginally important and tends to
cancel partially the /irst one [6]. It has been pointed out [71 that an intermediate-mass
Higgs boson (mz < mil < 2mz) could be delecled through the rare decay mode H -> 11
at the LHC. It has been known for long that lhe 11 decay mode is rather sensitive to new
physics effects [8]. Although the 5M branching ratio Br(H -> 11) ~ 10-3 is small [6,8],
the imporlance of this decay mode lies in its sensitivity to gauge couplings and ils clean
signalurc.
The anear effective Lagrangian to be considered is thus given by

(1)

where Lo is the renormalizable 51\1 Lagrangian and oln) are nonrenormalizable opera-
tors of dimension n 2: 5 which respect the 5M symmelries. Because of the absence of
a HII lree-Ievel interaclion, lhe loop contributions must be /inite. Any divergence can
be associated with a local operator respecting the symmelries of the model; since lhe
effective Lagrangian already conlains all such operators, all divergences can be absorbed
in a renormalizalion of the effective Lagrangian coefficients [IJ. Thus, the cancellation
of divergences, logether with lhe constrainl of eleclromagnetic gauge invariance, provide
important checks on the algebra.
The unknown coefficients o; in (1) depend on the underlying physics and are expected

lo be :s 1. If the underlying physics is weakly coupled, then the order of magnitude of the
coefficients o; is determined by the lype of graph in lhe underlying theory which genera tes
lhem. If an operalor is generaled al three level by lhe heavy dynamics, then o; will be
just a product of coupling constanls of the underlying lheory, which by assumplion are
:s I and lhus also Oi :s 1. Loop generaled operators will acquire an extra suppression
factor (1/16".2). One should keep in mind lhat lhe resulls obtained with the effective
Lagrangian (1) on low-energy processes represent thus an upper bound and could be
suppressed signi/icantly [91.
We will corisider all the effects of new physics on the HII inleraction which may

be compelilive wilh lhe SM (dimension-four) theory predictions [6). Since this iuteraction
occurs at the one-Ioop level in lhe 5~1,we consider only new effects up lo lhe one-loop level
in the full theory. Then, we have lo consider lhree-level-generaled dimension six fermionic
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operators which induce effective H1f interactions and contri bu te ta H 'Y'Ythrough fermion
loops [10]. There are nat tree-level-generated dimensian-six bosonic operators which cauld
generate the H 'Y'Yinteractian and we consider thus ane-Ioap-generated dimensian six anes.
We will include alsa all the three-level-generated dimensian-eight basanic aperatars which
¡ead ta the H'Y'Y interactian [11].

In Fig. 1 we display the Feynman diagrams which contribute ta the HO ~ 'Y'Ydecay up
to ane-Iaap level in the full theory. There are six (CP-even) tree-level-generated dimensian-
six fermianic aperatars which contribute to this decay thraugh the ane-laap graphs shawn
in Figs. l(e) and 1(£l:

O",u = i(4)ID,,4>)(OR'Y''UR),

O~I)= i(4)tD,,4>)(F--y''F),

Ou", = (4)t4>)(FUR~),

O"'D = i(4)1D,,4>)(DR'Y" DR),

0~3)= i(4)t D"Ti4>)(F'Y"Ti F),

OD'" = (4)t4>)(FDR4>)'

(2)

where UR and DR denate right-handed fermians af type up and down, respectively, which
are 5U(2) singlets, and F = (O, D)L denates the correspanding left-handed 5U(2) daublet;
4> denote the scalar 5U(2) daublet, Ti are the Pauli matrices, ~ = iT24>', and D" is the
respective cavariant derivative. There are three (CP-even) one-loap-generated dimension-
six basanic operators which induce tree-level effective H°'Y'Y and H°'YZ interactians:

O"'W = (4)t4>)W¿vWi,,v, O"'B = (4)t4>)B,,vB''V,

OWB = (4)tTi4>)W~vB''V,
(3)

where W"v and B"v are the 5U(2) and U(I) field strength tensars, respectively.
The Higgs decay channel into 'Y'Yhas been previausly studied 112] using the CP-even

aperators. In arder ta get a predictian an the respective decay widths, these authars used
the baunds an the coefficients £i = 0..(V/A)2 obtained from low-energy processes, which
in general are of the arder 10-2• However, we consider that such bounds are still rather
weak since in our scenario their contributions are expected to be suppressed beca use the
respective coefficients 0.. arise from dimension-six operators induced at the one-Ioop level
af the complete theory [91. These studies did not take into account the fact that effective
interactions can be induced at different levels in the context of a simple perturbative
scheme of the full theory.

Finally, there are five tree-Ievel-generated dimension-eight bosonic operators which in-
duce the H°'Y'Y interactions:

08,1 = (4)tTi4>)(4>tTj4>)W~vWj,,v, 08,2 = i(D"q,tDv4»(4>tTi4»W~v'

08,3 = (4)t4>)2B,,vB''", 08,4 = i(4)t4>)(D''4>tDv4>)B,,v, (4)

08,5 = (4)t4>)2W~vWil,"
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FIGURE 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to the RO ~ -n, iZ decays. The heavy dot denotes
an effective vertex. There are no three-level generated JJi effective vertices.

Calculation of the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1 leads to the fol!owing effective
width for HO ---> 1'''1'

where

(6)

and the parametric functions F are given in Refs. [8,11,14].
In Re£. [11] we presented the ratio reIf/rO as a function of mH for m, = 174 GeY,

11 = 1 TeY, and we took al! the coefficients Qi equal to 1. In the fermionic part, only the
quark top contributions were taken into account. \Ve included the contributions coming
from dimension-six fermionic operators, dimension-six bosonic operators, dimension-eight
bosonic operators, and the overal! contribution. Jt was found that this rare decay mode
is insensitive to both fermionic and bosonic dimension-six contributions. In contrast, the
dimension-eight trcc-Icvel-generatcd contributions enhancc up lo one arder of magnitude
the SM width HO

---> 11 [11]. \Ve have found that dilferent scenarios for the values of the
Oi coefficients do not modify appreciably this resulto In Fig. 2 we present the same ratio
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FIGURE 2. Tbe fraction f,If(HO ....•-n)/fo(HO ....•T1) as a funetion of mH for m, = 174 GeY,
A = 1TeY, and for tbe eoefficients taken as lad = 1, witb tbe optimistie (a) and pessimistie (b) see-
narios. Fermionie (dot-dasbed), dimension-six bosonie (dasbed), dimension-eigbt bosonie (dottedJ,
and total (so!id !ine) eontributions are displayed.

feff/fo but now we bave displayed tbe optimistie and pessimistie seenarios taken witb tbe
eonstrietion lail equal to 1. Similar results were obtained for tbe decays H -> -yZ and
Z -> -yH [11].
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3. HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION IN TY COLLIDERS

The experimental progress in partiele physics depends decisively on the set in operation
of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the next generation of high energy e+e-
linear colliders (NLC). An interesting option that is deserving a lot of attention nowadays
is the possibility of transforming a linear e+e- collider in a "!"! collider. By using the
old idea of Compton laser backscattering it is possible to reach a center of mass energy
of Vi = 200-500 GeV [13). The "!"! colliders will open a new window of research in
experimental partiele physics where the nature and source of the electroweak symmetry
breaking may be tested. In particular, the "!"! coUiders offer a extraordinary opportunity
to study the dynamics of the elusive Higgs boson. If the standard model (SM) Higgs is
detected through its dominant decay modes in e+e- or pp collisions, then a "!"! collider
will aUow a direct measurement of its partial decay width into two photons.
The Higgs production through "!"! fusion has been recently studied in the minimal SM [21

and in the SM with two doublets [2). In this section we present possible effects of new
physics on the Higgs boson production in "!"! fusion, within the context of the effective
Lagrangian approach [1,9,11), in both the intermediate and heavy Higgs mass region,
mw < mHo < 2mw and 2mw < mHo < 400 GeV, respectively. We consider effective
contributions in aU the vertices involved taking as fundamental criterion the order in
which the nonrenormalizable interactions may be generated by the heavy physics. We
also present a qualitative discussion on the effects of new physics on the main sources of
background expected in each mass region [141.
Since for mHo ~ 400 GeV the total width of the Higgs boson is smaU in comparison

with the energy of the photons beam, the number of HO --+ X expected events may be
written as [13]

(7)

where BR(HO --+ X) is the branching ratio of the Higgs boson into the final state
X (X = bb, WW, ZZ, tt), >. and ~ are the helicity states of the scattered photons,
(dL77/dWn) is the differential "!"! luminosity as a function of the two-photon invariant
mass. As it was already mentioned, we consider effects of new physics on the H0,,!,,!, HObb,
HOtt, HOWW and HOZ Z interactions by taking into account the order in which they are
generated by the underlying physics. Since the H°,,!,,! interaction is generated at one-loop
leve! by the dimension-four theory, a complete calculation requires to consider aU the non-
renormalizab!e operators which contribute at this level in the fuU theory. This analysis
ineludes operators of dimension six generated at tree-level which induce the HO f f vertices
and which contribute to H°,,!,,! through loops of fermions, and operators of dimension six,
generated at one-loop level, which induces the HO"n interaction at tree-Ieve!. AU these
confributions to the decay HO --+ ,,!,,!, ineluding the SM contribution, are suppressed by
the loop factor (16rr2)-I. Consequentiy, if the new physics scale A is not very far from
the Fermi scale v = ,j2(</»o, the contributions of dimension eight operators, which may
be generated at tree-level by the underlying physics, are dominant with respect to the
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contributions of the operators of dimension six [U). Therefore, we will consider only the
nonrenormalizable contributions induced by the operators of dimension eight which may
be generated at tree-Ieve!. On the other hand, since the HObb, HOlt, HOWW and HO ZZ
are tree-Ievel interactions in the SM, the most important contributions of new physics to
these vertices are given by those operators of dimension six which may be generated at
tree-Ievel by the underlying physics. Accordingly, the relevant effective Lagrangian for the
Higgs boson production in TY fusion may be written as

1 [ (1) (!) (3) (3)].c.lf = .co + A2 ab'¡'O¡,q,+ a,,¡,O,,¡, + a,¡, O,¡, + a,¡, O,¡,
1

+ A4 [aa,!Oa,! + aa,30a,3 + aa,sOa,sl , (8)

where .co is the SM Lagrangian and ai are unknown parameters; the operators of dimension
eight and dimension six (2) and (4) induce the HOn and HOqij vertices at tree-Ieve!.

The operators of dimension six O~!) and 0~3), which induce the HOWW and HOZ Z
interactions at tree-Ievel, and may be generated also at tree-Ievel by the underlying physics,
are given by

O~!) = (4)I4>)[(Dp4>)IDP4>],

0~3) = (4)1 Dp4>)[(DP4>J'4>I,
(9)

where Dp is the respective covariant derivative. Using these operators we obtain the fol-
lowing expressions for the Higgs partial decay widths:

° a2GFm~ll'" 2 ¡ b (v)4FbI2 (O)f.lf(H ---'n)= 64vÍZ1r3 L¡Q¡NcFo+Fo+ A oa, 1

f.lf(Ho ---.W+W-) = [1+ ~ (*f (2a~) - a~3»)r fo(HO ---.W+W-) (U)

f.lf(Ho ---.ZZ) = [1 + ~ (*f (a~!)+a~3»)r fo(Ho ---. ZZ), (12)

f.lf(Ho ---.ijq) = [1 - V;:::qZ (*f aq,¡,f fo(Ho ---. ijq), (13)

where q stands for the b and t quarks, Q¡ is the electric charge of the fermions, Nc is

3 for quarks and 1 for leptons, e = mzJvÍZ GF; and fo(Ho ---. W+W-), fo(Ho ---.
ZZ), and fo(HO ---. ijq) are the SM widths [U, 14J. The parametric functions Fó and F~,
associated to fermions and ~vboson loops, respectively, given in Refs. [U, 141, comprises
the contributioIJ of the operators (2), (4).
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FIGURE3. Number of events expected for the biJ final state as a function of the Higgs boson mass
and A = 1 TeV, for the scenarios with a maximum (a) and minimum (b) number of events. In
each case HOn (dot-dashed), HObiJ (dashed), SM (dotted) and total (solid line) contributions are
displayed.

In Figs. 3-6 we display the number of expected events as a function of the Higgs
boson mass for the final states bb, WW, Z Z and n. In the case of the final state bb
(mw < mH < 2mw) we ha\'e also included the contributions of the WW. and ZZ. states
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FIGURE 4. Number of evenls expecled for lhe WW final slale as a function of lhe Higgs boson
mass and A = 1 TeY, for lhe scenarios wilh a maximum (a) and minimum (b) number of evenls. In
each case, HOn (dol-dashed), HOWW (dashed), SM (dolled) and lolal (solid line) conlribulions
are displayed.

on BR(HO .....•bb). \Ve have taken aH the eoefficients oí the nonrenormalizable interaetions
as lod = 1 and the new physies seale as A = 1 TeV. \Ve eonsider a eenter oí mass energy
oí the e+e- eollider equal to 500 CeY. The luminosity oí the e+e- beam is takcn cqual
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each case, HO"n (dol-dashed), HOZZ (dashed), 5M (dotted) and lolal (solid line) conlriblltions
are displayed.

lo 20 lb-l. Furlhermore, we have considered lhe lheorelical limil .Ü = 1. There are
sixty-four different possibilities for the channels bb, WW, and ZZ, and one-hundred and
twenly-eight for lhe ft channel compalible with lhe above conslraint. \Ve present only lhe
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two extreme scenarios corresponding to a maximum and a minimum number of events
for the total contribution, which includes effective interactions in all the vertices involved.
Additionally, we have checked that for A ~ 3 TeY, the heavy physics effects decouples from
the 51\1predictions. In Figs. 3-6, we display separately the 51\1contributions, the partial
effective contributions due to new physics effects on r(Ho -> ,.,.) and BR(HO -> X)
(X = bb, WW, ZZ and lt), and the total contribution. In the scenario with a maximum
number of events we can appreciate an enhancement of almost one order of magnitude,
with respect to the 51\1predictions, for the final states bb, WW and ZZ, while for the
lt channel the enhancement may be up to two orders of magnitude. In the less favorable
scenario the bb final state is suppressed by one order of magnitude with respect to the 51\1
prediction, while in the ft final state subsists a remarkable enhancement with respect to
the 51\1predictions [141.
In conclusion, the Higgs boson production through ,.,. fusion results in a highly sensitive

mechanism to detect physics beyond the 51\1.Furthermore, we expect that the enhance-
ment induced by new physics on the signal is not hidden by corresponding effects on the
background [141.

4. ANOMALOUS EM COUPLINGS OF THE W BOSON AND QUARKS

We consider the following dimension-six operators which are 5U(2)L x U(1)y gauge in-
variant and contribute to the f1avor-changing neutral current (FCNC) decay b -> s,. at
tree- and one-loop level within the framework of effective Lagrangians [11:

OIVB = 4>+T;4>W~vBI'V,

O.b = Q-.al'vW; Ti"db
dW L JlV ~ R'

O.b - Q-.~I'VB Y"db
dB - LV JlV '+' R'

(14)

After spontaneous symmetry breaking the fermionic operators generate effective vertices
proportional to the anomalous magnetic moments of quarks and FCNC transitions like
b -> s,. and t -> c-y. Calculating the contribution of the effective vertices to the b -> s,.
transition in the Feynman-'t Hooft gauge with dimensional regularization will involve the
one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 7. A heavy dot denotes one of these vertices and there
are additional graphs where the W bosons are replaced by the corresponding would-be
Goldstone boson GIV.

In order to obtain the b -> s,. branching fraction Br(b -> 81), the inclusive quark-level
process b -> s,. is scaled to that of the semileptonic decay b -> civ, including phase space
and QCD corrections [15). The calculation of the new contributions to f(b -> s,.) due
to the effective couplings involves only the dipole b -> s transition operators denoted by
07 [16]. The coefficient of this operator at the W scale can be expressed in the form
C7(MIV) = C7(Mw)SM + E£i6C7(MIV Ji, where £i are the cocflicients of each dimension-6
operator given in (14). Only the functions tJ.C7(MIV)i for £IV and £IV B are finite and cutoff-
independent. The respective functions for £;tv and £;~involve a logarithmic dependence
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FIGURE 7. Feynman diagrams contributing to the b -+ s-y transition. The heavy dot denotes an
effective vertex. There are additional graphs when the W lines are replaced by the corresponding
would be Go!dstone boson Gw.

on A. Figures 8 and 9 display Br( b ~ S")') as a funetion of the EW and EW B couplings
for severa! top-quark masses assuming aH other effeetive eoup!ings are zero. In the S~I
eontribution to r(b ~ 57) we have included the next-to-leading !og evolution equations
for the eoefficient of the b ~ 5 transition operators in the effeetive Hamiltonian 117]' the
gluon bremsstrahlllng eorrections [18]' the m, '1' mw eorreetions 119) and a rllnning "'QCD
evaluated at the h-qllark mass seale [20].

The eoefficients EW, EWB, E:tv and E:~ of the dimension-6 operators (14) are related to
the ó"w, Ó"q, AW parameters used to denote deviations of the magnetie dipole moments
of the W boson and the quarks and the eleetrie quadrupole moment of the IV boson in
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FIGURE 8. The branehing franetion Br(b - S"f) as a funetion of 'WB for two vaJues of m" 160
CeV (dashed), and 200 CeV (dot-dashed). The bounds of the CLEO Collaborations are explicitly
indieated.

the following form [211:

ÓKIV = KIV - 1= !!..'IVB,
g'

.xIV = ~g,IV,

Óa fñ2mu 9 (aa aa)
Ku = -V¿---Q CW'uB + 8W'uIV ,mwe u

ÓK~= --12 md Qg (CW'~B + 8W'~IV)'
mIV e d

(15)

where CW = cos IJw, 8W = sin IJw and the SM limit is obtained with ÓKIV = .xIV = ÓKq = O.
The constraints on the 'IV and 'IV B anomalous couplings are obtained from the bounds

plaeed by the CLEO Collaboration on the inclusive quark-level proeess 0.65 x 10-4 <
Br(b ---> 8')') < 5.4 X 10-4 at 95% CL [22]. In each case, we assume that only one of these
eouplings is non-zero. \Ve can appreciate that our bounds on 'IV and 'IV B as obtained
from Figs. 8 and 9 do not improve analogous bounds obtained from low-energy precision
data by de Rújula et al. [1]. Using Eqs. (15) oue bounds can be put as -0.41 < ÓKIV < 1.22
and -2.31 < .xIV < 1.12 for m, = 180 CeV. These bounds agree with those obtained in the
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FIGURE9. The branching fraction Br(b ~ 81) as a function of <w with the same conventions as
in Fig. 8.

U(1)EM-gauge invariant approach [231. This is an expected result since both calculations
differed only in the use of a specific gauge [24].

In Fig. 10 we display the b -+ s, branching fraction as a function of h"u, h"c, h"" for
two different top-quark masses, assuming all other effective couplings are zero. Our bound
for h"t [241, the anomalous magnetic dipole moment of quark t, has improved by about
one order of magnitude the U(1)EM gauge-invariant result [25]. In this case we expect
some differences with respect to the U(I)EM gauge invariant case, essentially because the
fermionic operators given in (14) induce contributions which are not present in the U(1)EM
approach [25]. On the other hand, our bounds for the anomalous magnetic dipole moments
of the lighter quarks u and e are weaker that those obtained "indirectly" from the Z decay
widths reported at LEP-I [211. The latter situation is a consequence of the quark mass
dependence involved in the definition of h"u and h"c given in (15).

5. A MOOEL lNOEPENOENT BOUNOON t -+ c¡

The recent detection of the semileptonic t-quark decays by the COF and DO collabora-
tions [26] puts as one of the most important tasks of future experiments to investigate
carefully the production and decays of top quarks. In particular, it has been pointed
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FIGURE 10. The branehing fraetion Br(b - S1) as a funetion of the anomalous magnetic moments
of the quarks t, e, u. The eonventions of Fig. 8. are used.

out [27) that the rare deeay mode t --; C"f, although anticipated to be small, should pro-
vide a new window in the quest for physies beyond the SM. In the SM, the f1avor-changing
transition t -> C"f has been found to be too small to be detectable due to a strong GIM
suppression as well to the larger tree-level rate for t -> Wb (27), It has been found, however,
that new contributions induced by charged Higgs bosons and charginos in the minimal
supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [28]' or pseudo-Goldstone bosons in the one-
generation technicolor model [29]' may enhance the SM branching fraction by as mllch as
3-4 orders of magnit ude.
In this section we examine the prospect of using the one-loop induced decay b --; s",! as

a laboratory to constrain the top qllark rare decay t --; C"f. The possibility of constraining
new physies effects by precision low-energy measurements in a model-independent manner
has been stressed in the effective Lagrangian approach [1]. In this formalism, the weak
radiative decays b -> S",! and t --; C"f are related through the Feynman diagrams shown in
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Figs. l1(a) and l1(b). Here, the heavy dots denote effective qqW(¡) couplings which arise
from the dimension-six, SU(2)L x U(I) gauge invariant operators given in (14).

Each of the effective operators given in (14) appears in the effective Lagrangian mul-
tiplied by undetermined coefficients ,,;tv, ,,;~. The dependence on the A parameter is
masked in these coefficients. The diagonal coefficients ";W(qB) are related to the possible
deviations of the magnetic dipole moments of quarks. On the other hand, the off-diagonal
effective transitions b --+ S'Y and t --+ C'"( are proportional to the coefficients ,,~t,(dB) and
"~1v(uB)' respectively. Therefore, according to the effective Lagrangian approac!J, we can
obtain a constraint on the rare decay transition t --+ C'"( if we use a bound on the coeffi-
cient ,,~t,(dB) obtained from the CLEO result on Br(b --+ s'Y) and insert it in the Feynman
diagrams shown in Figs. 11(b-e). Similarly, we can obtain another bound on the other co-
efficient "~1v(UB)by requiring that the corresponding contribution to diagrams l1(b)-(h)
is consistent with the CLEO constraint through the dipole transition b --+ s coefficient
C7(mw) = C7(mw)sM + "~1v(uB)AC7(mw) [16].

It is important to notice that diagrams l1(b-e) are not suppressed by the CKM matrix
elements Vib and Ve•. Furthermore, the calculation of these Feynman diagrams within
the effective Lagrangian approach do not involve any other unknown parameter than the
coefficients ,,:tv(qB)' As a consequence, we expect a rather transparent bound on Br(t --+

C'"(). Based on the recent bound for b --+ S'Y obtained by the CLEO Collaboration [22]' a
remarkably high constraint is found for the FCNC top quark branching fraction, Br(t --+

C'"() < 2 x 10-5, which depends rather weakly on the top quark mass, mt "" 180 GeV [24].
On the other hand, using the constraint on the effective coefficient ,,~t,(dB) obtained

directly from the b --+ S'Y bound, 1"~~V(dB) I < 1.69 X 10-7, we obtain in this case the
result Br( t --+ C'"() < 4 x 10-24, whieh is quite a small value. The effective Lagrangian
approach leads to a direet interpretation of the aboye unequal bounds for Br(t --+ C'"().

While diagram l1(b) with the tC'"( insertion, together with the CLEO constraint b --+

S'Y, leads to a bound on the decay t --+ C'"( through the effective tree-level eoupling t"re,
diagram l(b) leads to a bound on the same deeay t --+ C'"(, but this time through an
effeetive one-Ioop level eontribution. The insertion of the effeetive Irys coupling in the
latter case will result in a contribution equivalent to a two-loop level effeet. This explains
the high suppression obtained on the branehing ratio ealculated from diagram l1(b) when
the quarks t and e are in the external legs.

In conclusion, the effective Lagrangian formalism and the CLEO eonstraint on b --+ S'Y
generate a model independent bound Br(t --+ C'"() :,; 2 x 10-5 for mt "" 180 GeV, whieh
is consistent with Br(t --+ C'"() ~ 10-12 obtained for the SM [27] and Br ~ 10-7_10-8 for
SUSY and teehnicolor models [28,291.

6. CONSTRAINTS ON Vi --+ vn

During the last few years, the eleetromagnetic properties of neutrinos have reeeived in-
ereased interest [301. In particular, it is known [31] that both Dirae and Majorana nelltrinos
can have off-diagonal (transition) magnetic moments Kij which become operative in the
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FIGURE 11. Feynman diagrams conlribuling lo lhe t ~ C"f and b ~ 8') lransilions. The heavy
dol denoles an effeclive verlex. There are addilional graphs when lhe W lines are replaced by lhe
corresponding would be Goldstone bosan Gw.
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radiative deeay Vi --> vjI. This deeay mode is of particular interest in studying the transit
of neutrinos from stellar interiors to the surfaee. Neutrino pair emission from white dwarfs
and red giants sets the bound, for neutrino masses less than 10 KeV, IKe~1 ::; 10-11 in units
of Bohr magnetons (e/2me) [31). Also, laboratory limits to v~e --> vee and Vee ~ v~e seat-
tering via neutrino transition magnetic moments lead to the bound IKe~1 ::; 10-10 [30,31].

We are interested in obtaining bounds on the lepton-number-noneonserving deeays
v~ --> VeY and VT --> v~'Y, Ve'Yfrom the known experimental eonstraints [32] on /l --> e'Y
and T --> /l'Y, e'Y. For the sake of definiteness, we will eonsider Dirae neutrinos with finite
rest mass in the framework of the SU(2)L x U(I)y SM. In the effeetive Lagrangian ap-
proaeh [1], dimension-six operators contri bu te to the latter radiative proeesses through
the one-loop graphs (t'Hooft-Feynman gauge) shown in Fig. 12. The heavy dots indicate
the dimension-six modifieations to the SM low-energy Lagrangian. The anomalous vertiees
W t;Vj, W t;Vjl and V;Vjl arise from the dimension-six operators

(16)

whieh preserve the SU(2JL x U(I)y gauge symmetry of the SM.
The eonstruetion of the effeetive Lagrangian includes the dimension fonr terms eorre-

sponding to the SM eontribntions. There is one dimension five operator eonsisting of two
lepton and two Higgs fields whieh violates lepton number eonservation. However, sueh
operator gives rise to a rather large Majorana mass for the neutrinos unless A, the en-
ergy seale representing the onset of new physieal phenomena, is of order 1013 GeV, and
henee uninteresting for the present study of the lepton-number noneonserving deeays [33].
Therefore, we have to eonsider only dimension-six operators and all the effeets from heavy
exeitations will be suppressed by at least two powers of A [1].

The transition magnetie moments, in units of Bohr magnetons, for neutrinos are given
in terms of these eoefficients ,ij in the following form:

¡;; me 9 (' n ij n ij)Kij = V2-- - SIn uwt:vw + cos uWfvB .
mwe

(17)

Therefore, a eonstraint on the eoefficients ,ij obtained from the experimental bounds
on r(ti --> tjl) will be translated into a eonstraint on the transition magnetie moments
Kij. Calculating the eontribution of the effeetive operators (16) to these !lavor ehanging
transitions in the t'Hooft-Feynman gauge with dimensional regularization will involve the
one-Ioop diagrams shown in Fig. 7.

The deeay width for the proeess /l --> e'Ycan be expressed as

1 (m~ - m;) 3 2 2 I 12 W 12 B [2r(/l ~ e¡) = -87T --m-~-- (me + mi,) 'vW F2R(mv) + 'vD F2R(mv) , (18)

where the funetions F2~W are defined in terms of the transition amplitude

M = üe(p) iu~vqV,V(m~Pn +m,l\)u~(p)(,~iv F21.+ ,~1Fllt), (19)
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FIGURE 12. The bound for lhe lransilion magnelic momenl I<~,as a funclion of lhe muon neulrino
ma.ss.

wilh q = p - p', ?R,L = (1:l: "'(5)/2, and (v being the photon polarization. In the approxi-
malion mv, «mvp we get [34]

(20)

(21)

where Co is the scalar lhree-point integral [35] for the one-loop diagram shown in Fig. 7.
AIso, we have neglected the electron mass whenever it is appropriate,
Prom our result given in (18) and lhe experimental bound [321 r(J1 -> q) :5 14.68 x

10-30 GeV, we get a constraint on each coefficient (12. ,Ve consider one operator at a time
in order lo avoid unnatural cancellations of the e/fects produced by di/ferent operators.
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FIGURE 13. The bound for the transition magneticmoment "T~as a function of the tau neutrino
mass for three valuesof the v~mass: 0.27 MeV (continuous line), 0.1 MeV (dot), and 0.01 MeV
(dot-dash).

We then use (17) to obtain an upper bound for the transition magnetic momento In Fig. 12
we plot this bound ("~e) as a function of the muon neutrino mass. In Figs. 13 and 14 we
present the respective upper bounds for "re and "T~obtained in a similar way. For the
latter case we have used the full expressions for the parametric functions Ffi,wT in terms
of the Veltman-Passarino functions Ba and Ca [35]. We have also used the experimental
bounds [321 r(r -+ e¡) ~ 4.316 X 10-16 GeV, f(r -+ 1L'"y) ~ 11.87 X 10-16 GeV with
mv• ~ 270 KeV and mVT ~ 35 MeV. From our results shown in Figs. 12-14 it is easy to
include more recent bounds for the neutrino masses [361.

The predicted rates for the decay width f(Vi -+ vn) within the SM with massive neu-
trinos are rather small [37], Models with charged Higgs bosons or a fourth generation of
leptons may enhance these decay rates, In these cases it is possible to reach values for
the transition magnetic moment of order "~e""10-12 or even higher [381.However, these
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FIGURE 14. The bound for the transition magnetic moment "" as a function of the tau neutrino
mass.

predictions are rather model dependent. For mVe :s 270 KeV our result for the upper
bound on "~eshown in Fig. 12 improves the bound "~e:s lO-lO obtained fram laboratory
experiments [30,31], and is comparable to the bound "~e:s 1 ~ 3 X 10-11 obtained fram
astrophysical considerations of stellar cooling [31]. Furthermore, our result is model inde-
pendent and it rests only on general comiderations involved in the effective Lagrangian
approach [1;. It is also important to mention that the upper bounds presented in Figs. 12-
14 for the neutrino transition magnetic moment have a rather smooth dependence on the
scale parameter 1\ associated with the onset of new physical phenomena. This s¡tuation
is similar to the one encoulltered for the constraints imposed by the b -> 51 decay on the
anomalous electromagnetic couplings of gauge bosans and quarks. A new upper bound for
the transition magnetic moment of Majorana ¡L-neutrinos has been reported recently [39].
Eventhough the reported bound "~e< 10-14 is rather restrictive, it rests again on astro-
physical considerations. The analysis presented in this section can be applied to Majorana
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I'-neutrinos within the context of left-right symmetric models. However, it was not POS-

sible to improve in this case the previous bounds for the neutrino transition magnetic
moments [40].

'Ve would like to point out that eventhough our results for the upper bounds on "T~and
"Te displayed in Figs. 13 and 14 are weaker than the bound for "~,, as far as we know this
is the first time that the off-diagonal magnetic moments of the T neutrino are constrained
in a model-independent scheme. Finally, these constraints can be translated into lower
bounds for the respective lifetimes if use is made of (18): T(V~ - veY) ~ 1.1 x 104 sec
T(VT - VeY) ~ 2.4 x 10-11 sec and T(VT - v~')') ~ 2.8 X 10-17 sec [34J.

7. 5UMMARY

\Ve have employed the method of effective Lagrangians in evaluating the possible deviation
of 5M predictions on the weak radiative processes H - ')'')', b - s')', l' - e')' and on the
production of Higgs bosons on ')'')' colliders. These ca1culations illustrate the fact that
linear effective Lagrangians can be used in loop ca1culations [411.

\Ve found important deviations stemming from the anomalous couplings when the scale
of new physics is moderately large (a few TeV). In the H - ')'')' decay and the production
of Higgs bosons in ')'')' colliders we have found that the systematic bookkeeping of the el;
anomalous coefficients leads us to expect that an enhancement of these processes can possi-
bly arise from the contribution of three-Ievel-generated dimension-eight bosonic operators.
However, in Ref. [111it was obtained that the anomalous contributions to the decay widths
HO - ')'Z and Z _ ')'H are marginally important with respect to the H - ')'')'decay mode.

On the other hand, the virtual effects of high-energy physics are usually broadly dis-
tributed. The search for them should concentrate in areas where their effects may be large.
In particular, we have stressed the interesting observation that one can set model inde-
pendent limits on the flavor changing transitions t - C')' and "; - "n from the CLEO
measurement on b - s')' and the known experimental bound on l' - e')'. The effective La-
grangian approach relates the tC')' and "wn effective couplings with the diagrams shown
in Fig. 11 which gives a potential new physics contribution to b - s')' and l' - C')' decays.
The suppression of these contributions by an additional power of the weak coupling is
partly compensated by the lack of the respective small CKM matrix elements. Therefore,
an interesting limit on t - C')' and Vj - "n are derived which compares favorably with
the 5M or 5U5Y expectations, or the scattering and astrophysical bounds in the case of
the neutrino magnetic transition.

The conciusions of this paper are, by necessity, speculative. 5till, based on the ca1cu-
lations presented it is ciear that study of the processes we have dealt with may open a
window into new physics.
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